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Mike Kowalski

Mike Kowalski’s paintings draw inspiration from the natural surrounds of his home in Shoreham as 
well as the cityscapes of Melbourne.  He paints from observation, sketching in charcoal, oil and 
watercolor to capture the moods and images of the natural and built world around him.  Born and 
raised in California, Mike started entering art shows as a teen and eventually earned a BFA from 
Utah State University. He lived and worked as an illustrator in California and Washington for 50 
years before moving to Australia in 2014. Mike still works as an illustrator specializing in 
architectural subjects. However, Mike spends most of his time painting internationally award-winning 
watercolors and oils, as well as teaching workshops worldwide. In 2015 Mike won the coveted Silver 
Medal of Honor at the 148th AWS International Exhibition in New York and most recently in October 
2020, won two awards at the 100th National Watercolor Society International Exhibition. His 
watercolors will be on exhibit in Italy and Russia in 2021. Mike's work is influenced by John Singer 
Sargent, the California Impressionists, Maynard Dixon, as well as Australian artists Hans Heysen, 
Ivor Hele, and Harold Herbert.

sylvan | ˈsilvən | (also silvan) adjective chiefly literary consisting of or associated with woods; 
wooded: trees and contours all add to a sylvan setting. pleasantly rural or pastoral: vistas of 
sylvan charm.

“The coastline surrounding our home in Shoreham reminds me of my previous abode on Marrowstone 
Island, in Northwest Washington in the USA. The calm beaches there are populated by solitary walkers 
and sea birds, otters, and even the occasional mountain lion. Here I am treated to strikingly 
beautiful skies, surfers of all ages, shuffling echidnas, and lovely contoured hills covered with 
bush, pasture, and woodlands. I feel at home sketching and painting on the shore and under the 
creaking limbs of the local pines. Shoreham lies within the traditional lands of the Bunurong tribe. 
At times, when the wind picks up, I feel something of their spirit inhabiting those sounds swirling 
through the trees.

Exploring with my sketchbook nearly every day, I am certain to come across the unexpected. Whether 
it is a pattern of light on a cliffside, reflections in an outgoing tide, or shadows cast by tall 
trees over the sand, these moments of time and place are inevitably fleeting and rarely happen again 
in exactly the same way. These moments are what inspire my paintings.”



Good Reception
oil on panel

60 x 70cm, unframed
$2400



Boneo Willow
oil on panel

40 x 50cm, unframed
$1600



Flinders Overlook
watercolor

61 x 80cm, framed
$1400



Stony Creek Afternoon
watercolor

52 x 62cm, framed
$800



Oystercatcher
oil on panel

40 x 50cm, unframed
$1600



Charlie’s View
oil on linen

80 x 95cm, framed
$5000



Shadowed Waves
oil on panel

38 x 46cm, framed
$900



Up Tucks Road
oil on linen

38 x 46cm, framed
$1000



Summer, Pt. Leo
oil on panel

41 x 45.5cm, framed
$900



Outlet
oil on linen

35.5 x 56cm, framed
$1400



Honeysuckle Surfer
oil on linen

37 x 53cm, framed
$1500



Through the Trees
oil on linen

41 x 35.5cm, framed
$800



Distant Smoke
oil on panel

60 x 70cm, unframed
$2400



Buccaneer
oil on panel

60 x 70cm, unframed
$2400



Clouds over Rosebud
oil on panel

60 x 70cm, unframed
$2400



Moonrise, Pt. Leo
oil on linen

39 x 56cm, framed
$1800



Tucks Vineyards
watercolor

48 x 58cm, framed
$800
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